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Overview

• Compoze
• Business Aspects of Portability
• J2EE Compatibility Test Suite
• Abstracting out Vendor Specific Code
• Bootstrapping
• Packaging, ClassLoader Behavior and the CLASSPATH 

(tangent: creating a custom ClassLoader)
• EJB Component Persistence (tangent: PK/GUID 

generation)
• Operating System Differences
• Free / Example Source (tangent: EJB design)



  

Compoze

• Components for Collaboration, including:
– Group scheduling
– Contacts management
– Task management
– Webmail
– Discussion groups
– Chat and whiteboard

• Development Environment – we work largely from the 
command line and are deployment tool / IDE agnostic 
to avoid vendor dependencies



  

Compoze Products Vendor Support

• Application Servers
– BEA WebLogic
– HP-AS
– IBM WebSphere
– iPlanet
– J2EE RI
– Jboss
– Oracle 9iAS
– Orion

• Databases
– Cloudscape
– IBM DB2
– IBM Informix
– MySQL
– Oracle
– SQL Server
– Sybase



  

Business Aspects of Portability

• J2EE has taken portability to a new level
• Value for consultants: clients have choices
• Value for software component and application vendors: 

customers have choices
• For application server vendors, it’s a mixed blessing

– On one hand being J2EE compliant is attractive to 
customers

– On the other hand, it levels the playing field
• Java Application Server market is likely to continue its 

rapid consolidation, which should make portability 
easier

• Need to promote a “portability culture” in your 
organization to make app server portability happen



  

J2EE Compatibility Test Suite

• CTS is a collection of a thousand or so tests that insure 
that J2EE containers adhere to the J2EE specifications.

• Three types of tests
– Signature tests: tests for API availability
– API tests: tests each individual API spec
– Integration tests: tests interaction between application 

components (transaction propagation, etc)
• These tests go a long way but cannot be perfect. They 

were initially developed on the J2EE RI, which has its 
own set of spec misinterpretations

• See recent article in Java Developer’s Journal, Jan 2002 
for more information



  

Abstracting Out App Server Specific 
Code / Overall Tips

• Key to portability: abstract out your application server 
and database specific code

• First two or three ports are rough, but they get easier 
as your abstract logic matures

• Use a flexible build tool like ant so you can package 
your deliverables in many ways
– Many applications servers have their own specific XML file 

which must be included in the jar
– Some application servers have their own special stubs 

which must be pre-generated before deployment (e.g. 
WebLogic 5.1 and iPlanet 6.0)

• Use a runtime configuration mechanism to determine 
when different implementations of your abstract logic 
should be used, we’ll explore one later



  

Abstracting Out App Server Specific 
Code / Overall Tips

• Where this fits in to Sun’s J2EE Design Patterns
– http://developer.java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/J2EE/patterns/J2EEPatternsRelationships.html 
– What we’re talking about here is at a lower level
– Example: the J2EE Service Locator pattern can delegate 

the action of creating the InitialContext to your code
– Example: the J2EE LookupService (encompassed by the 

Business Delegate pattern) can delegate the action of 
looking up home interfaces to your home interface factory

• Use the “ServiceRegistry” pattern (at least that’s what 
we’ve been calling it) to map interfaces to a single VM-
wide implementation class

• Use the Factory pattern to create instances of classes 
which implement application server specific functionality



  

Bootstrapping: Creating the Initial 
Context

• Exact syntax of JNDI names and properties that must 
be specified changes with different application servers 
(J2EE 1.3 spec 5.2.1.1), so…

• Create an InitialContextFactory whose implementation 
can be swapped out for different application servers

• If you are using the Service Locator pattern to look up 
EJB components, call your app server specific 
InitialContextFactory from this code



  

Bootstrapping: Looking up Home 
Interfaces

• Exact syntax of JNDI names used to look up EJB 
components differs with different app servers (J2EE 1.3 
spec 5.3.1.1), so…

• Create a HomeInterfaceFactory that knows how to look 
up EJB components from an InitialContext

• One possible technique: Use the class name of the 
home interface as the JNDI name. Pass the class object 
into your HomeInterfaceFactory and get the JNDI name 
from that.



  

Bootstrapping: Obtaining Database 
Connections

• Again, the exact syntax of the JNDI names used to look 
up database connections differs

• Additionally, database authentication info is sometimes 
specified to different app servers / database drivers in 
different ways (example: J2EE 1.2 RI requires 
username and password to be specified to 
DataSource.getConnection() explicitly)

• Create a DatabaseConnectionFactory that knows how to 
look up a database connection



  

Bootstrapping: Summary

• We’ve already seen differences with InitialContext 
creation, home interface lookups and database 
connection creation

• Look up the following other types of references in a 
similar fashion:
– Resource manager connection factories
– Resource environment references
– UserTransaction references
– JMS topic / queue references



  

Packaging, ClassLoader Behavior 
and the CLASSPATH

• What is a ClassLoader? Perhaps not surprisingly, a class 
that loads other classes.

• Tangent: ClassLoader architecture:
– Loads Resources, Packages and Classes
– Uses a delegation model for class discovery where child 

ClassLoaders consult their parents if they do not find a 
class

– ClassLoaders never delegate to a child or sibling
– Example of useful custom ClassLoader: 

SingleZipEntryClassLoader



  

Application Server ClassLoaders 

• Ever seen an inexplicable ClassNotFoundException, 
NoClassDefFoundError, or ClassCastException while 
developing your J2EE app? No, I am sure never!

• ClassLoader behavior is highly application server 
specific, even between versions, for example:
– WebLogic 4.5: uses single system ClassLoader
– WebLogic 5.1: uses a separate ClassLoader EJB jar files, 

web applications use system ClassLoader
– WebLogic 6.1: uses one ClassLoader for EJB jars and one 

for web applications where the EJB ClassLoader is a child 
of the system ClassLoader and web app ClassLoader is a 
child of the EJB ClassLoader

– Orion 1.5.2: can only be explained graphically



  

Application Server ClassLoaders: 
Portability Tips

• Never reference inner classes from either EJB 
components or JSP pages. Make them top level classes 
instead

• Avoid the duplication of classes (for example, placing a 
dependent class both in the EJB jar and war file)

• When passing Serializable objects over RMI, mark their 
classes plus all superclasses as Serializable

• Do not end EJB business methods with the string “Impl” 
as they may conflict with stub methods on some app 
servers.

• Be aware of the two different ways to package your app 
on the next two slides…



  

Two Ways to Package Your Classes

1) Put all of your classes and resources in the ear file
A) Advantage: ear file is a standalone unit with no 

additional dependencies
B) Disadvantage: High possibility for ClassLoader problems 

on different app servers, especially with classes shared 
between EJB components and JSPs/servlets



  

Two Ways to Package Your Classes

2) Put only non-EJB dependent classes in the application 
server’s CLASSPATH

A) Disadvantage: ear file is no longer self-contained
B) Disadvantage: defeats some hotdeploy implementations 

(including WebLogic’s, but not Orion’s)
C) Advantage: Multiple J2EE applications can easily share 

the same dependent classes
D) Advantage: Avoids differences in ClassLoader behavior 

by relying on the system default ClassLoader or a higher 
level application server ClassLoader to load dependent 
classes



  

EJB Component Persistence

• Persistence can present some of the most challenging 
problems with portability, largely because the database 
portability message sometimes conflicts with database 
performance and usability message
– Stick to primitive database types and avoid blobs
– Do not use stored procedures
– Use a database agnostic algorithm for PK generation
– Avoid complicated joins and entity relationships
– Do not rely on consistent transaction isolation behavior

• Changes likely coming in component persistence where 
the traditional RDBMS plays a smaller role (evidence: 
the slew of native XML databases available)



  

Persistence: Primary Key Generator 
Examples

• Primary keys must be unique across your application
• Tangent: many methods for primary key generation, 

some examples include:
– Session bean and database
– GUID
– JVM ID and system time



  

Persistence: Database Interaction

• When using BMP, consider abstracting out the logic that 
creates SQL statements because you may encounter 
differences in the syntax that different databases expect

• ABMP: Compoze’s take on 1:1 field->column persistence, 
useful in some scenarios as a replacement for straight BMP

• For entity beans, set the primary key field in ejbLoad() rather 
than ejbActivate(), otherwise you might get burned in, say, HP 
Total e-Business Server (Account example that ships with J2EE 
1.2.1 is not portable in this way, examples in Ed Roman’s book 
Mastering EJB are)



  

Operating System Differences

• OS differences for app servers are relatively few and far 
between for 100% Pure Java application servers

• Watch out for java.io.File and path names (example: 
parsing a filename sent by a browser upload)

• Avoid Solaris JVMs 1.2.2-005a and earlier because of 
many problems- they were on a different source base 
from 006 and later

• Creating threads from EJB components (not a great idea 
anyway) can crash the native threads implementation in 
the VM that ships with iPlanet on Windows



  

Examples

• Will deploy and run on these app servers:
– J2EE RI
– Jboss 2.4.x
– Oracle 9iAS
– Orion 1.3.8+
– BEA WebLogic 5.1+
– IBM WebSphere 4.0+

• Contains implementations of InitialContextFactory, 
HomeInterfaceFactory and DatabaseConnectionFactory for 
different app servers

• Tangent: EJB design



  

Conclusion

• What we’ve covered
– Business Aspects of portability
– J2EE CTS
– Abstracting out Vendor Specific Code
– Bootstrapping
– Packaging, ClassLoader Behavior and the CLASSPATH
– EJB Component Persistence
– Operating System Differences
– Examples

• Q&A
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